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Abstract. Omotenashi is the Japanese approach to exceptional hospitality. In
particular, the Takami Style of Omotenashi strives for the continuous improve‐
ment of customer satisfaction in the bridal market. While the price of weddings
and bridal services are equivalent to purchasing luxury cars or other high end
items, bridal clients are willing to pay large amounts of money for services that
are not tangible items. Questionnaires were provided to brides and grooms with
the purpose of discovering ways to increase customer satisfaction for bridal serv‐
ices.
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1 Introduction

1.1 About the Bridal Industry

The Bridal Industry is significantly unique when compared to other industries. Most
industries have a repeat client base that will continuously return for items they need or
services they receive. For instance, restaurants, hotels, and retail stores depend on return
customers. These types of businesses have clients who could possibly return any given
number of times. On the contrary, although a client experiences exceptional services
during a wedding ceremony, the chances of those clients returning for the same services
are close to none, because in most cases, a wedding is a once in a lifetime event.

The monetary cost of a single wedding is comparable to purchasing high luxury items
such as cars and jewelry. However, the difference with weddings in comparison to these
other purchases is that upon completion of the ceremony clients are not left with a
tangible product. It would be difficult to find many other industries other than the Bridal
Industry, where clients willingly spend such large sums of money. Time is thus well
spent researching what aspects constitute good customer service, especially given that
there is very little existing data (or even dissertations) outlining Bridal Industry research.
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2 Methods

There are multiple ways to approach researching customer satisfaction. Customer satis‐
faction is defined as, “the state of mind that customers have about a company and its
products or services when their expectations have been met or exceeded (http://
www.qualtrics.com/).” According to this definition, customer service involves a client’s
opinions, and thus questionnaires are the method of choice for collecting information.

It is important to note that Omotenashi is a key component in improving customer
satisfaction. However, in order to meet clients’ increasing demands for exceptional
service, one must keep up with new ways to be innovative and new styles of Omotenashi
should be implemented. A higher quality of customer service, which is the Takami Style
of Omotenashi aims to “make people and society happy,” The Takami Style of Omote‐
nashi is an ideology that involves gathering as many ‘thank yous’ from clients, and
reciprocating that feeling of gratitude with exemplary approaches of tradition, to perpet‐
uate an ever evolving bridal culture. An enduring theme of the Takami Style is authen‐
ticity whereas no “real” monetary price or brand value can be ascribed to authenticity.
Especially when it comes to customer service, authenticity is a quality constantly
pursued, and achieved through trials of care, patience, courage, passion, and effort
throughout time (http://www.chosakai.or.jp/).

Based on the Takami Style, a questionnaire needs to be created and administered
with the intent to correct any negative experiences customers may have, and to ensure
the highest quality of Omotenashi is expressed.

3 The Definition of Omotenashi

Wedding trends in the Japanese Bridal Market are often polarizing, and feature
contrasting themes and traditions. Unlike many other nations, residents of Japan are
generally not religious, thus wedding styles largely reflect current trends. Wedding
trends include a Western vs traditional Japanese wedding, or non-traditional themes that
include fairy tale weddings.

For the last few decades, the Western style wedding (a Christian-based wedding in
a formal chapel with the bride wearing a white wedding gowns and a tuxedo for the
groom) with a reception to follow in a banquet room in a luxurious hotel, an upscale
restaurant, or special wedding facility have been popular arrangements.

Another mainstream wedding style is a traditional Japanese or Shinto style wedding.
The attire for a Shinto-style wedding are a wedding kimono or shiromuku for a bride,
and a haori and hakama for a groom, which is a fresh look that is interesting and
profoundly representative of traditional culture.

In either Western style or Japanese style, people see that an important quality of
service is hospitality. On one hand it is generally agreed upon that hospitality in the
Japanese wedding service has improved over time, however on the other hand, the
understanding and value of Omotenashi in Japanese culture has also changed.
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Omotenashi is usually translated merely as hospitality in English. However, the
definition of Omotenashi in Takami Bridal has a more significant meaning, and exem‐
plifies the ultimate level of hospitality, which not only offers clients satisfaction but also
touches the clients’ hearts.

Marriage is a momentous occasion in an individual’s life, and for most intended to
be a once in a lifetime event. With this point in mind, if we are unable to understand our
clients’ perspectives and their individual stories leading up to marriage, and fail to
provide the Takami Style of Omotenashi, we would have missed our mark. Every other
wedding company offers wedding coordination services. However, we can offer some‐
thing greater as part of the experience of our Omotenashi, which people will never forget
in their lifetime.

We continue to receive commendations and ‘thank yous’ from many satisfied
customers throughout the years, as a result of Takami Bridal’s commitment to Omote‐
nashi. As a result some clients return decades later when their children are planning their
weddings, stating they wanted their children to experience the same excellent Takami
Style service that they had received at their wedding many years ago.

Given this example, Omotenashi could also then be attached to a memory passed on
from generation to generation through stories. In the Japanese culture, the traditional
values of honor, duty and the fulfillment of one’s wishes are deeply instilled within each
member of the Takami Bridal organization, and aide of providing our international
customers with exceptional customer service. Those values are the core or heart of the
company, and are commonly understood as the “company philosophy.” Every member
of Takami Bridal is inspired to follow through with services that create unforgettable
memories to last the lifetime of every customer. One of Takami Bridal’s unique
approaches to customer service includes owning and operating fine dining restaurants
in addition to offering wedding services. Each of our wedding facilities all throughout
Japan, and including Hawaii, operate wedding banquets, as well as a fine dining restau‐
rant open to the public all at the same site. By doing so, we are able to offer clients a
complete quality experience, as well as executing Omotenashi by providing an oppor‐
tunity for clients to return to the place where they were married. Many clients also return
to celebrate other significant events and special occasions at the restaurant, including
wedding anniversaries, marriage proposals, and birthdays. We invite our customers to
return to our restaurant where the breathtaking view of the ocean serves as a sentimental
memory of the day they celebrated their marriage vows, as well as a reminder of how
important it is to appreciate one another.

To understand Omotenashi based on data and figures, starting this year Takami
Bridal began to administer a new survey to clients called the NSP survey. Through this
questionnaire our goal is to understand the quality level of customer service that we
provide, as well as our clients’ reactions to those services across different wedding
facilities. As a whole it is important to understand how our Omotenashi motivates
customers to bring other customers to our company in the future.
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4 Analysis of Questionnaire

The questionnaire is marked by 6 scores: 3 is the highest, 0 is average and -3 is the lowest
score. The questions are organized in the following categories:

1. Before the wedding day, evaluate the person in charge in application and meeting
1.1. Attitude of the person in charge at wedding and banquet
1.2. Attitude of the person in charge at the dress and tuxedo rental shop
1.3. Attitude of the person in charge as photographer

2. At the day of wedding
2.1. Facilities

2.1.1. Wedding hall or chapel – Atmosphere, location, and appearance
2.1.2. Access to the wedding hall or chapel
2.1.3. Banquet hall – Atmosphere, location, and interior

2.2. Wedding
2.2.1. Contents of Wedding
2.2.2. Correspondence of minister
2.2.3. Choir

3. At the banquet
3.1. Contents of the banquet
3.2. Progression
3.3. Performance (candle light service, cake cut ceremony, etc.)

4. Net Promoter Score (NPS)

5 Results of the Questionnaire

The results of the questionnaire are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the weddings
in Tokyo and Table 2 shows the weddings in Fukuoka.

There are 2 different locations that compare the number of weddings. Tokyo has a
larger population than Fukuoka. Both Tables 1 and 2 show that most of clients are
satisfied. The factors that are marked with a 3 in each category are necessary for main‐
taining the highest standard of Omotenashi in the Takami Style. Figures 1 and 2 indicate
the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of the customers. According to Fig. 1, the average
score of 2.2.2 given to the correspondence of minister is the lowest score in the Tokyo
region. As reflected in Fig. 2, 1.2 is the lowest score applied to the attitude of the person
in charge at the dress and tuxedo rental shop in Fukuoka. However, Fukuoka also scored
a high average of 2.2.2.

Each province is represented in different colors. The data provided is based on an
average of collected data between the dates of October 2014 to January 2015, and is
subject to change entirely within an average of five or so years.
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Table 1. The results of the questionnaire in Tokyo (Resource from Takami bridal)
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Table 2. The results of the questionnaire in Fukuoka (Resource from Takami bridal)

Fig. 1. The strong and weak points of service in Tokyo (Resource from Takami Bridal)
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Fig. 2. The strong and weak points of service in Fukuoka (Resource from Takami Bridal)

6 Areas of Consideration

As a result of the questionnaire, there are many areas that scored the highest mark of 3,
however these areas can be prioritized within categories. In other words, it needs to
evaluate and improve the line of questioning or even consider the timing of which the
questionnaire is given to the client. For instance, it is generally known that wedding
clients are generally satisfied until the actual wedding day, so depending on when the
client was given the questionnaire, the results will be determined based on what the
client was feeling at that time.

Here is another example illustrating the importance of timing: By chance a bride
may run into another bride at the chapel or wedding hall while filling out the question‐
naire, by which her feedback may become influenced by her disappointment. A wedding
is one of the greatest highlight events in her life, so the bride must be the main character
at the stage. She does not wish to share the stage with another bride.

A third example in which a client’s feelings could be reflected in observations of
customer service, is considering the various points of interaction with the client. A client
may feel completely satisfied throughout the various stages of their wedding planning,
up until a certain point when they come across a negative experience. Thus by admin‐
istering smaller questionnaires at different points of interaction with the client, it makes
it possible to investigate when or where the customers feel the most satisfied or dissat‐
isfied. It is necessary for customers to feel satisfied at every stage throughout the wedding
service.

Client demographics also need to be considered when analyzing the data collected
from the questionnaires. Figures 1 and 2 reflect information based on clients that
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conducted their weddings in the Tokyo and Fukuoka areas respectively. However, client
demographics for Takami Bridal are various, and the information provided does not
include the areas of Nagoya, Kyoto, etc.

The results of the questionnaire may differ as a result of the distances between Tokyo
and Fukuoka as well as slightly differing traditional backgrounds. For example, people
in Tokyo are more familiar with foreigners and foreign customs as compared to the
residents of Fukuoka. Tokyo is a large city with people traveling from many different
regions, such as the rural areas in other prefectures outside of Tokyo, and the city is
mixed with the slightly varying regional traditions throughout Japan. Further research
on a short term and long term scale must be conducted in order to provide accuracy.

7 Conclusion

As discussed throughout this dissertation, Omotenashi is specifically the Japanese
approach to exceptional hospitality and customer service. Specifically the Takami Style
of Omotenashi strives for the continuous improvement of customer satisfaction in the
bridal market, thus it became urgent for the organization to discover methods of discov‐
ering ways to increase customer satisfaction for bridal services. Along with other
commemorative events such as anniversaries and the birth of a child, a wedding cere‐
mony is symbolically and sentimentally one of the most significant events in many
peoples’ lives. Keeping this fact into consideration, along with the acknowledgment of
the monetary expense that goes into a wedding, it is imperative for Takami Bridal that
clients take away with them a fond memory of their wedding ceremonies.

Takami Bridal’s commitment to create a new standard for excellence in customer
service, or Omotenashi, is a daunting task considering the questionnaires used for
research aim to quantify the behaviors of customers, and comprehend the varying levels
of customer satisfaction inclusive of all possible differences. The Takami Style of
Omotenashi must then be suitable and satisfying for all clients regardless of varying
demographics or regional differences.
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